
Well, this is our last scintilating report, and with three weeks 

to do, we are still in high spirits, and all members of 2 (Penal) send 

their love and best wishes to all at home.

'Ollie' (under pressure)

-0O0-

Three Platoon Notes

"Good Evening, here is the News.

Reports have been coming in all day of an unprecedented offer by 

Hammer Films to that famous superstar of the small screen, Nathaniel 

Sayers, offering him a leading part in their latest production 'Foot 

Patrols - Part II'. An undisclosed sum of money has been offered to 

Mr Sayers which is believed to be well in the excess of £4 1 . 5 8 per week. 

The star was 'unable to comment’ as he left his spacious town house late 

last night for a secret destination.

However, we were able to get a statement from the man who has had a  

great deal to do with the career of Mr Sayers. Prefering to be known only 

by h is initials, C.G.S., he said that Nathaniel had some very sound ideas.

Well apart from the above news flash very little of note has happened.

3 PI must by now be the most slick platoon at lifts in the battalion.

We've done so many! All Mr (spell it right) Z ------------- has to say

is "21 Leenan-------go!" c/s 1 3 was overjoyed when he found a small

package in a suspicious back garden, "Could this be P.E ." he thought.

Alas, four Felixes, and c/s 19 and 56 on standby later on, it was 

pronounced by ATO, to be ------- putty.

Thats all that c/s 1 3  have for you this year folks. See you all

again, next year maybe ?
 

A Company have many didifferent personalities, so one of their lesser

icided toknown ones decided to write a few limericks about the better known ones.



D A N G E R !

EDUCATION CORPS AT WORK 

T H E  P E N  I S  M I G H T I E R  
T H A N  T H E  S W O R D



We have a young fellow named Dent 

Whose nose is all buckled and bent 

When BIG CHIV went down 

He said with a frown 

"A sitrep will have to be sent"

Mallett's the one with the fists 

He says "Here just you watch this"

He knocks on the door

Which falls flat on the floor

Isn't brute force and ignorance just bliss

Lampard in the sangar one day

Heard, a bang all of two miles away

It did him no harm

But he clutched at his arm

"I've been hit" he was attempting to say.

Our clerk is as black as they come

To shave, he thinks, is just dumb

The hair on his face

Is a flipping disgrace

And it feels like an elephants bum

Seagull had dreams one night 

That to put the paddies to flight 

What had to be done 

To his own baton gun 

Is to fit it a telescopic sight

Our Sunray thought it absurd 

When out of the sky fell a turd 

It hit the poor guy 

Smack in the eye

And he said "I've been given the bird"



At last we have some proof

That Kestrel, (now not in .his youth)

Said "Its a great big lie

To say that we fly

But we have the highest roof’

Tim, Mungo and Jan

Try to do what they can

Just put on your glasses

and sign our leave passes

They were told by their one loyal fan

The Adjutant here for a week

Said "Alpha are simply unique

I tried to create

The impression I'm great

But everyone thinks I'm a freak"

Sunray's driver is STAN 

He tries as hard as he can 

His problem of late 

Is the blasted hand brake 

He’s forgetfull - is our Stan

Molar was standing astride 

In a doorway open wide 

When to his horror 

A bird wanting bover 

Booted him up the backside





B COMPANY HQ - KESTRAL SPREADS HIS LITERARY WINGS

After managing to avoid writing any notes for the past three issues 

of the Pompadour, I have been gently persuaded to grace these pages with 

words of wisdom from the confines of B Coy Ops Room. If the Coy 2IC 

will now untie my legs and stop the Chinese Water torture and give me

back my pen we shall begin.
  

As all readers now know Ops Rooms are always manned by those in the 

Bn who are either too ancient, too intelligent' or bloody dangerous ever 

to be allowed anywhere near the natives. So in the close confines of the 

Ops centres you will see these types huddled over maps, logs, radios, 

telephones, intercomms and sometimes Mayfair (when a patrol manages to 

lift one from Bn Ops). If it wasn't for the rest of the Company all 

would be very peaceful in our establishment, however they will insist on 

making work for themselves and in consequence also for us. We have tried

lengthening our anchor cables to lift us even further away from all those

mundane tasks thrust upon us but the helicopters make too much noise as 

they pass close over us going into land. ’We still have our little problems 

staff-wise. The mere mention of c/s 23 going out usually means the Ops

,Officer takes several fists full of aspirins, the duty signaller dashes

out to check the camp D10 networks and the meal relief refuses to come 

on duty until they're back. Such is life.

Now to kill some malicious rumours.

Sunray Minor does do other things besides the Officers Mess Accounts.

He watches 'Star Trek' and ’Warship' and has been seen to drive a Peugeot 

504 brochure around the Ops Room-.

Sgt 'Softly Softly': Keep does possess a uniform and BOOTS. He's still 

trying to find a barber - its not only CS smoke thats gets in his eyes.

Pronto Minor has not been out of camp yet - he reckons its just as

dangerous in camp and he has the shrapnel to prove it!

Kestrel remains calm and aloof from all these problems - he's just 

going quietly mad in his chair. As he says "In places like this it 

definitely helps".



P l a t o o n  N o t e s

Here we are again readers, making a huge effort to tell all our news 

to you in this, the last edition of the present series. (We hope you are 

not as glad as we are that this is the final edition).

You will probably remember us better as 'Rubbery Four', aptly named 

after several very enjoyable encounters with the locals. But, alas, those 

days are long gone and besides Cpl Mutley gassing anyone but the crowds, 

including c/s 29, we have been very peaceable. Nevertheless c/s 29 did 

get their own back when our Big Boss asked for smoke, Petal (Holdfast to 

friends) said "Sorry only gas", "Oh well that will do for starters". But 

Cpl Mutley and crew came out choking not having appreciated the change of

plan.

All the lads of 21 are just about running out of things to do. We 

are champions at Monopoly, dominos and any card game from Snap to Strip-poker 

(don’t worry girls, four months is a long time - but not that long).

Our famous Charlie 'you know what I mean' King finally had the shock 

of his life when he was taken to the back gate, without map or compass - 

but was last seen making for BAOR. (Should have used the front gate Charlie 

it's quicker!). His replacement, or rather the person who now sleeps 

where Charlie used to, is only recognisable by the maze of hair which the 

camp butcher is believed to be gunning for. Welcome Curly Keep!
 

So thats all for now folks, and goodbye from .

Lt Field

Sgt Sweeney

Cpl Lancaster

Cpl Sutton

Cd l Izatt

Lcpl Poulson

Ptes Smith 

Talbot 

Martin 

Mason 

Gray 

Mills

Ptes Keily

Townsend

Dowell

Thompson

Cummings

Farrow

Flatman

Good luck, see you all in Paderborn.

Whight



5 Platoon Notes

We are not getting desperate in 5 PI in case we don't get out of here 

in July but to make doubly sure, the platoon put together its spare pfennigs 

and put an advert in the housing section of one of those 1 quality' papers.

It went something like this:

FOR SALE 

LARGE COUNTRY RESIDENCE

A unique house of modern design set in beautiful Co. Londonderry 

overlooking a sleepy rural housing estate. (Never a truer word written).

Among other assets, is a sandbag wall, which is guaranteed to absorb bullets, 

rockets and stones without letting them through (I hope).

Demonstration by arrangement with Martin McGuinness c/o Telstar Bar.

Potential viewers who are not adverse to hearing a few bangs and 

booms during the night and having their sleep constantly disturbed are 

preferred. Ring 61458 and ask for Whiskers for further details, ask him 

to do a french accent while you're at it. He’s super!!!

Thank goodness this tour is nearly over,

See you soon

-OoO-

6 Platoon (Keystone Kops) Notes

Well we are finally at the last edition of these notes, and still we 

are thinking of something complimentary to say about the rest of the 

battalion, (two hours later we are still thinking). Very little of news 

value has happened to us since our iast attempt at winning the Puliter'
     

Prize. After the elections the whole war seemed to have gone very low 

profile and we went to Ballykelly a couple of times to go swimming, this 

is not the only wash we have had, to dispel yet more nasty rumours put

out by the rest of the company.
    



All things considered we went so low profile that we were a little 

hit worried, as we thought that the whole of the Irish problem had been 

solved overnight by someone waving a gigantic magic wand. However this 

was not to be as the Boss went away on an Aikido course. Funnily enough 

his return from this one day of agony coincided exactly with the resumption 

of hostlities between us and them, and we now feel that our pay rise is 

well and truly justified.

So now our thoughts are turning to home and leave, as if they haven't 

been since we first arrived. Cries of "Days to do" are heard around the 

camp so we feel that we ought to leave all those wives, girlfriends, mothers 

and other relatives who we left behind a few words of advice on how to 

restore us to normality and sanity when we get home.

First, if the man in your life suddenly turns around and walks back-
      

wards down the road, let him carry on but make sure there are no lamp posts, 

manholes (open) or kerbs in the way and then tell him there is nobody 

covering the front.

Second, if he wants to lie down in other peoples front gardens or 

under cars or in front doorways, move him on quickly as he is likely to 

be run over, have the garden hose turned on him, or get trampled under foot 

by passers by.

Third, if he wants to sleep with his boots on tell him he will dirty 

the sheets and particularly explain what sheets are. If he looks at you 

in amazement it is only because he hasn't seen many since you last saw him.

and under the beds and firing very rapid questions at all and sundry.

Fourth, when you go to a friends house restrain him from running up 

the stairs, and pulling everybody out of bed, looking in all the cupboards

and perhaps most important of all be very patient when halfway 

through the night he dives out of bed yelling "Whose taken my boots off ?" 

Explain quietly what has happened and where he is and he might slowly

 



Finally if you really want to excite him on his first night home 

this is how you want to look.  (See Fig 1).

-0O0-

Drums Platoon Notes

Well readers having just returned from another hectic patrol lead by 

Col Shenton alias "Kodak Killer", I found to my dismay that all the mirrors 

in the room had disappeared. A Vampire maybe ? No just "Kodak Col" 

wondering just where to place the 1 8th mirror in his confined bed space. 

When he noticed I was looking, he just smiled that big 'THIS WEEK' smile 

he'd been practising in his sleep, where in the land of reflections, 

mirrors are in abundance.

I also wish to take this opportunity to warn Lcpl Gilbey of the 

constant danger he was in when running around the Telstar sporting a rather 

large movie camera. "Kodak Col" was doing poses fit to bust and you never 

noticed him, so for our sake and yours, at least humour him by pointing 

it in his direction. Mirror Mirror on the wall who is the fairest of 

them all ????? K.K.

"For Thought"

 HGV 3 or bust. 

       -0O0-

BRUSH UP YOUR IRISH HIGHWAY CODE

BY 

"TRACKS"

The competition written by "Wheels" (Brush up your German Highway 

Code) in the last edition was all very well, but not much help to the 

poor driver desperately hoping he will survive, his last month in Ireland 

without running into a cow or the Foyle. So to help him and the vehicle
   

commander, make the correct decision in a split second, we have produced 

this jolly competition for you all.



You have to get every question right to pass and go back on the same 

plane as all your mates. The penalty system works out as:

One answer wrong - Promoted to Lcpl and 4 weeks grapepicking 

Two answers wrong - A relaxing exercise in Schleswig Holstein.

Three answers wrong - Posted to the Recce PI.

Four answers wrong - Posted to 4 Sqn RCT.

Five answers wrong - Posted to the MT.

Six answers wrong - Posted to 2 R ANGLIAN.

Seven answers wrong - Join the Navy.

1 . When is it permitted to give a hand signal when driving a vehicle 

in Ireland ?

a. Never.

b. In reply to a hand signal from an Irishman/woman.

c. When throwing the brick back.

d. When seeing if it has stopped raining.

e. When you have the windows open-
        

 

2. On a two-way road when can you pass an Irishman on his left ?

a. When he is drunk.

b. When you are drunk.

c. When he is shooting at you.

d. When you are shooting at him.

e. When he's driving along backwards.

3. Under what circumstances is the holder of a provisional driving 

licence permitted to drive on the road.

           
 

a. When the fields are too wet.

b. When he has a bomb on board.

c. When  he is driving the RMO to an accident.
  

d. When the real driver is on R & R.

e. When there aren't any Officials around.

 





4 .  When there is no sign at the approaches of a road junction, who has
   

the right of way ?

a. You.

b. Them.

c. A herd of cows/horses.

d. CSM McDonnell.

e. In order of seniority.

.5- You are  in a traffic accident, involving slight injuries. When are

you permitted to continue your journey ?

a. If you were on your way to the Altnagelvin anyway.

b. If you are driving a Saracen.

c. When you have ran over the Irishman again and destroyed the 

evidence.

d. If the MTO is on R & R/a course/in bed.

e. If it is outside camp.

f. If it is inside camp.

h. On the Letterkenny Rd.

i. On Route Ginger.

6. When is it permitted to ignore traffic lights at red ?

a. When they are obscured by smoke.

b. When they are part of a road block.

c. When driving a Saracen and nothing bigger is coming other way.

d. When struggling with your respirator.

e. When being chased by a rocket.



~ C  COMPANY NOTES

Since the last edition Combat 'C' has changed it's area again- Indeed 

back to square one and Letterkenny VCP. We have said goodbye to the Quigleys 

which we are pleased to announce very nearly turned into a tea stop, the 

Hamiltons, in the exiles of our notable Gibralterian refugee camp. Sad to 

say that many a good tea stop is now enjoyed by the Gunners. Mr Browne is 

pleased to see us leave his hay and barley fields not to mention the ones 

in which his cattle graze. Mrs Browne perhaps is not so pleased to see us 

go for her car was shunted by one of the Gunner!s Saracens only a few days 

after our departure. A book has been opened by the 2IC on who will arrive 

first on Mrs Browne's doorstep to offer their condolences - The OC or Sgt Adey

So its back to the South where enough has happened to keep us occupied.

We have survived the strain of the two major elections. Indeed as a result 

of the massive electoral turnout at Ballougry School - all 282.  Mr Burton 

the Schoolmaster has declared that he needed his two weeks holiday in Spain 

to recover from the tension and traumatic activity of life in the Enclave, 

please note C Coy Intsum Nos 1 - 1 3 but what progress OC .B is yet to be seen 

to dine with one of his parishioners. Now we know why 9 PI are taking even 

a little more leave than three weeks on their return.

Now to internal affairs of the Company. Congratulations to Cpl Basil 

Butts who has at last achieved the ultimate coup in smoking one of the CSM'S 

cigarettes with his agreement. It is understood that the cigarette was 

freely given and not obtained by devious means. This point is as yet in 

dispute as Basil may yet pay the full cost. However with a name like his 

how on earth can he fail ?



Lcp l Sargeant. he's always been a one for the 
g ir ls .Fort George.

SP Company Water Sports. Lcpl Stark and C/S 56 B.

Lad ies Car Rally  • Paderborn. 
Winner • Mrs Bownness • Smith Kiddy • Car R a lly  - Paderborn.



70
9

Plumbs Drums - SPlumbs Drums - Swinging Safari on Dawn Patrol. C/S 'Pneum onia' 33 A

What was that you said about the dinner, Sir?



7 Platoon Notes 

Well as this is our last issue before our glorious return to beautiful 

downtown Paderborn, Supreme Seven once more submit their literary epic.

First could the firers of the mortar on the evening of the 20th please 

refrain as the platoon is finding it difficult for all to sleep on the 

bottom bunks!!! We are still waiting the arrival of an elephant at the 

VCP, but Pte 'Jumbo' Jones is standing in until it arrives.

We say goodbye to the venerable Lcpl McBlain of ancient repute, as he 

has left us for the land of the nod or in other words Coy HQ where the 

zany characters such ,as Baldy Butts and the infamous Tubby (or is it muscle) 

Gilbert!! Still we're managing as Pte "Choggy" Wressel has just passed his

4 ton test, and it's not true he needed blocks to reach the pedals.

As usual rent-a-platoon Seven has been stood to that many times, we're 

thinking of transferring to B Coy!s accommodation, milk churns and all. Still 

as we’ve been so successful at keeping our area trouble free we might as 

well help out the others!!!

Rumour has it that the Int Section and their tame Kenyan friend are 

looking for some bald chickens who might be able to help them with their

enquiries reference the recent tar &  featherings on the Estate.

 
 

From the hospital point of view Pte Mick Edwards and Ssgt George

(The Socks) Boss are getting along fine and still making life a bit difficult

for the nurses of the Royal Herbert. From all the lads of Seven all the

best and get well soon.

Anyway that's the lot as we have to get back to the hills to make sure 

it stays quiet for the next month, and so as the sun sets over beautiful 

downtown Creggan we bid you adieu.



Things We Could See Happen Before The End Of The Tour

1 . Sgt Lancaster go out of camp for the third time and make his hatrick 

before we leave.

2 . Owing to the Coy Comd's mixing of Grid References and telephone numbers

the issue of the following statements

"Will anyone with information about explosions or shootings please 

ring Grid Ref 86749236 !!!

3. Ssgt Donaldson will stop moaning about the water running down his

wall and utilize it as a new source of power.

WJD III

-0O0-

Eight Platoon Notes

Well here we are again, and with just about two weeks to go everyone 

is getting the "I'm going home Bug", which has also been put into lovely 

poetic verse on the back of most toilet doors, but this you have no doubt 

seen when ruling the empire.

Our vast area of that wonderful Irish 'BOG' has been cut down and we 

are back to square one, and once again we have that penthouse in the midst 

of those vintage sewers on the Letterkenny Road. 

We have at last done our most wanted thing by going out the main gate 

and turning right instead of left after about 15 times of racing into our 

riot kit and then dekiting without leaving the area of the loading bays.
      But

 it is hoped that if wo go down into the Creggan again 32C will 

also try and get there at the same time as the PI, because once the 'HIPPO' 

sees the front door he's like a man possessed until he has kicked it in, 

and half the wall with it, I might add.





It looks like Sunray Minor c/s 32 will not get the chance again to 

fire his baton gun, much to the delight of Seagull of course, so his 

exchange and mart ad still stands in the previous magazine.

There is no truth that Cpl 'Bones' Miller is after getting in the 

Guinness Book of Records for the outstanding 'feat' of wearing the same 

pair of socks for four months, for a fresh pair of R & R socks have been

seen in his kit, PHEW! - hard luck Bones.

Well thats all the news from Super 8 and we would like to finish by 

informing Tree nine Golf DAT Dare is no need to worry the admin route is 

clear.

-0O0-

Nine Platoon Notes.

Well after having said goodbye to Cpl Rog Hawkins in the last issue 

we now say welcome back as his course has been cancelled. But, gain one, 

lose one and so we say goodbye to Cpl 'Monty' Beaumont who has gone to

terrorise recruits at the Depot. Perhaps now 33A will lose their pneumonia

prefix and be able to go out without it raining. We also welcome Pte 

'Rupert' Gill who has just joined us from the Depot.

Well, back to the news of the country estate. Very little social news 

at the moment I'm afraid as we haven't had much free time for the more

pleasant things of life. 7 PI may be rent a platoon, I wonder what that

makes us for doing their tasks and lending them men.

Two pieces of bad news I regret to say, we are losing in the battle to get

Pte 'Arsenal are greatest' McInerney to buy everyone a drink and thereby 

spend more money. Also Sgt Mick Stannard and Pte 'Jacky' Jacques are 

very disappointed as their first attempts at fame never got further than 

the cutters floor.

Well, routine here is much the same. Pte 'Scouse' Shaw is still 

searching for a woman and Pte 'Cuddles' Winter and 'Chinky' White are still 

waiting for a telephone call. Lcpl 'Socks' Saddington is asleep - I don't 

know why, he has already won this months Golden Pillow.



But life goes on, and in the present weather the prospects of tennis 

are improving, when and if C Coy Ops give us some free time. Any way the 

message now is roll on the 27th July.

B.F.N. more sometime next year!

-0O0-

There was a young Major named Styles 

Who thought a number he'd dial 

After checking the cards 

Do you know what he did ?

He picked up the phone 

And then dialled the GRID!

(P.S. Well we think .it's a good system anyway)

Anyone with a spare Half-Shaft cD two, or three,..or four, please 

forward to Cpl (Den) Beckett, c/o Wrecking Crew, c/s 3.

-0O0-  

It is rumoured that CSM ' C' has asked for three extra senior ranks

-0O0-

to help out with the radio stags when Sgt Lancaster goes on R & R

-oOo-

Overheard in C Coy Ops Rooms 

"Hallo 3 this is C 61 D over".

"3 send over".

"C 61 D I've lost both my skids, can you have a giant egg cup 

ready, over"'? - ----------- ? (The Mind Boggles).

-oOo-





SUPPORT COMPANY NOTES 

Mortar Platoon Notes

We are surprised that we have got to have -our note's produced so soon 

after our last exciting episode but we appreciate that some people are 

leaving early! By the time that you are reading this we should be renewing 

old acquaintances in the area that we possessed three months ago collecting 

car numbers once more at Tesco. Naturally we are looking forward to our 

return to BAOR and one months leave. After leave we look forward to welcom

ing back all those members of the platoon who have been dispersed around the

battalion to help the various companies tick. We will find plenty of work

for you when you get back! Finally, we would like to thank Messrs Pilkington 

Collier and Keating for providing us (sometimes) with means of transport.

The following are extracts from some of the reports written for members of 

the platoon at the end of the tours-

Sgt 'Kipper' Coe - He has tried hard to improve his sleeping technique through

out the tour and his efforts have been well rewarded.

Lcpl Jim Wyatt - How he has managed not to get a sore throat as a result of

talking so much,nobody knows. ..  

Pte Dunce Duncan - As the babe of the platoon he has grown up visibly, but

God forbid that he grows any taller.

Lcpl Frank Collier)- They must be persevering. I am sure that one day they

Pte Buster Keating will find a vehicle that does not keep breaking down.

Lcpl Teeth Coombs - Lacks stamina. His R &  R took so much out of him that he

had to have a days rest at Aldergrove before returning to 

duty.

Pte Johnnie Johnson - Surely there cannot be many more parts of his body that

ache or are not functioning properly.

Lcpl Bernie Heard - He has brought a new dimension to the art of  signalling.



Pte Jake Jacobs - It is doubtful as to whether he earned more money than

he has paid back to the Government in fines.

Pte Sherlock Holmes - A soldier who is always sent into derelicts first as

he is bound to attract any fleas.

Lcpl Samuel Starbuck - He has tried hard to push Kipper Coe for the Golden

Pillow award but failed, however, he has given up

smoking.

Pte L --------- D - His transfer to c/s 1 was perhaps the most astute deal

of the season (Has anyone seen any RPGs recently ?).

Pte Cyril Chalmers - His sitreps from Charlie Sangar are always awaited with

great interest - and sometimes one does have to wait.

I
We wish all our readers a good leave and 'BED IN CHARGE 6 '.

-0O0-

Anti Tank Platoon Notes

Although this may be the last edition of the Pompadour this time folks,

we can assure our avid and fascinated readers that this will not be the

last time you will hear from Big 56. Yet again we're on the move this time 

to join the magnanimous Creggan Refuse Collectors; don't worry lads, there 

is no truth in the rumour that we are going to clean up the forecourt and 

drive in Blighs Lane. A word of warning to our kind hosts for 4 weeks,

lock everything up, if it moves stop it, if it stops guard it.

With the majority of the tour now over, we can look back on those 

lighthearted moments that have plagued us since we began our harrassment 

in March. Big Jim is delighted to announce to the weights and measures

board that he has lost some. Fred (Kraut) Zielke is the proud owner of

Russian fragments and offers a quick look at a very modest price. Seagull, 

Big 5 must appreciate that apart from US there are at least 2 other platoons 

in the Company, or are there 3 ? Dave Wright was noticed to be weeping

not so long ago, after someone near and dear to him told him to remove his

moustache, he hasn't been seen smiling yet. Hot Chocolate Simons stills





maintain that blow pipes are better than rubber and gas. Setters in the 

absence of our former champion Lofty Coombs has won the Golden Pillow 

and now only has to remember one camp bed he damaged the last time he woke 

up (if he can remember). Ramadam Rahman our trusty pig driver broke his 

fast at Rosemount and graced the table gorging himself with bread crumbs

and diluted tea. Wally Waldron, the now established star of stage and 

screen has set his heart on becoming a comedian. Never mind Ray, you tried 

they just don't agree with your ideas! Helps arrived and needed it.

Murph (56c) still maintains we are alright so who is wrong ?

    
Well, soon we will be heading back to the Fatherland but until then 

keep laughing and smiling and above all keep your heads down, and eyes at 

the back of your head, boots (JDC) and anywhere else you may care to keep 

them.

-oOo-

Assault Pioneer Platoon Notes

D u ring the period of this article our area has been considerably

quiet. Election day went-by without too much ado arid 54 Bravo's particular

area was that quiet that he reported to 5 that he could hear the birds

singing 200 metres away. Sunray Minor Big 5 replied that he was very lucky

because where he came from, somewhere in the Concrete Jungle of a little
 

place called Highbury", they didn't have birds because they couldn't stand

to watch that standard of football.

Once again the Pioneers have acquired another PI Sgt,who incidentally 

is reputed to be cracking up already as he keeps reporting to have seen a 

Haggis with one leg longer than the other running around Creggan Heights 

and surrounding area. We seemed to have moved full circle now, from Brooke 

Park to Port George and now to Blighs Lane.' Congratulations A Coy.

However the OC Sp Coy turned down several applications for disturbance 

allowance and said "Well, you joined the Array to see the world, didn't you ?" 

All that we have done so far is area cleaning and sandbagging.



They've renamed RUC Rosemount 'Cape Kelledy' but the person to whom 

the name implies disagrees seeing as he missed the inauguration ceremony 

of the Rocket launching they held there by approx 6 hrs.

We receive a number of visits from our neighbours at Tesco to use the 

"Superloo" but beware because Lcpl Smudge (The Jew) Smith is contemplating 

putting a toll on the "Loo” so as to boost his shares that he has in Marks

& Sparks Ltd. Incidentally, he has just returned from his R & R where he 

spent 3 glorious days in Jerusalem.

Our bomb casualties Dave Hawkins and Dave (Bones) Bowers are both 

doing fine now and the former is now probably spending a leisurely' time 

at the Depot whereas Bones is still being pestered by beautiful nurses at 

Millbank.

We continue to be offered refreshment on patrol and everyone seems to 

be trying to win the heart of a young lady at No 7. Her name and address 

is being witheld, (reasons obvious).

We cannot control Cpl McKenzie.- We had to alter the timings of

his stags at Port George so that he can catch the tide for a spot of fishing. 

Up at Rosemount he is in his element and organises the dining room very 

efficiently. . One setback though, he still thinks he's catering for 200 

and rations the condiments accordingly.

Lcpl "Stumbling Beast" Webb reported that after coming under fire 

recently everyone took cover, naturally enough I suppose. But, after the 

incident when he was carrying out his head count he found Lcpl Poison 

Pigmy Parsons missing. However after an intensified search of the immediate 

area he found P.P.P. taking cover behind a kerb stone trying to release 

his left leg which had become stuck in the grille of a drain.

Yell folks so long for now, see you all in Paderborn.



S U N R A Y  A N D  S U N R A Y  M I N O R  L O O K  O N

O N  I N  D I S C O N T E N T  

A S  C P L  M U T L E Y  G E T S  A L L  T H E  A T T E N T I O N



HEADQUARTER COMPANY NOTES

Ode to Quarter Head

In the sweet chestnut GROVE Stands a tall oak tree,

By whose trunk nettLES LIE in their own embrace,

As the dawn breaks over the town HALL, TIPPING the night shadow, 

past fields and BARNES to sleep some other place

Farmer GILES leads his PRIME BULLOCK to GRAHAM Pair 

down the winding road that runs by Quarterhead.

As the day draws to its height, the rabbits stop,

Their frolicking about the FALLEN tree and watch with 

enquiring heads.

The market traffic trundles throughout the day, never stopping 

To watch the beauty of the countryside by VICKERS stead.

Which enhanced by the dying sun's rays, as shadows

And peace once more comes to the grove called Quarterhead.

-0O0-

Ode to Help

Once more as this current tour draws to an exciting finale of mortars, 

rockets and bullets, we start preparing to go back to a peaceful leave, 

fwatch it girls, as we are hard!, and not forgetting of course an arduous 

training period and barrack life.

Captain Colin Groves, in charge and with a gleam in his eye, is looking 

forward to his fourth R & R leave and to see everything runs smoothly for the 

move. They say lightning never strikes twice in the same place, he hopes!, 

but it has been known to be very close.

     
RSM Bullock was alleged to say as he came back from a fishing trip 

"they were the biggest pair I've seen but you should have seen the one that 

got away". Of course we know what he was referring to, ’Fish you fool'.



"OK you chaps you can come from under the table, its quietened down 

now as there hasn’t been anything thrown at you for the past 48 hours.

John Vickers, Bill Allen and Les Giles crawl from under the 4 x 4 table. 

"Just as well", said Les Giles "because if they did",'BANG! "YOU'RE LAYING 

ON MY FOOT AND WATCH MY AHHHHAAAAH!!!

Chief Leslie was heard to say over the phone "Chief Lark of the 

Pompadours!" and, "Yes, yes, yes, no, yes, yes, no, no". Wo think he was 

talking to his wife as he finished off by saying "Oh Dear!"

With visitors galore

• Oh what a bore 

With all that work to be done 

With things to be done 

If you only knew 

How I've missed all the fun

Of enjoying life

trouble and strife

Of being in the sun all day

To see the sights

Days and nights

And sleep my life away

Back to my table

to write this fable

To watch the work pile and grow

Waiting for a sign

To feel benign

Until the day we go

Cpl ’Mac' McCARTHY



TITLES (CONTD)

The response to my previous "enlightenment" concerning Military Parlance 

has been most gratifying. To-date the author has received 6 bottles, 

numerous stonings, varied threats, none of which were veiled and one message 

of thanks. This message is believed to have come from a person of Irish 

extraction!

To continues-

Shelldrake is a strange specie at the best of times. Reference has 

been made to this organisation in the previous edition and was referred to 

as a Bloodygunner. The Author has no knowledge of this particular specie 

and believes it to be related to the now extinct Dodo! Place of origin is 

thought to be Japan as it is powered by many batteries although Brazil must 

not be excluded due to the constant reference to ’Java' a strong juice 

obtained from grinding coffee beans. Shelldrakes have an original mating 

call often heard being shrieked by the Chief Drake "Shantallow". -The author 

is not sure of the origin! If one can be captured and trained it will make 

a reliable companion for any Infanteer!

PRONTO. The least said the better !!!

ACORN. Once again mention has been made in past editions and the reader 

must be completely at a loss as to this titles occupation. The author has 

his doubts as well. Acorns could be seen in most locations sprouting 

luxurious foilage and pretending they were invisible. It has even been known 

for Acorns to be collected by their own colleagues and not recognised until 

long after. An invaluable service is provided by Acorns and the author will 

be extremely grateful if some kind person (excluding Acorn) could inform him 

of what this service is. (Ed, please note!) Readers will be informed of 

any reasonable information at a later briefing.

PROPHET. The employment of Witch Doctors and clairvoyants has been known 

in the military past so any thoughts of this title holder resembling a 

ranting raving charm swinging crystal ball gazing down and khaki clad 

individual is perfectly true. Abbreviation of title. PRO. No comment. 

Experience required to fill this position is a ’A ' grading from Netley plus

an unlimited supply of corny gags and lethal sense of "Alls fair in love and 

war". Close liaison with such noble persons as Marge Proops, Eamonn Andrews



and Fred Higgins (?!!!) does not help but it sounds good on the phone 

to the Daily Scourge. If any reader wishes to have items published in 

any paper Prophet can arrange this as long as the Hong Kong Echo will do.

Authors Final Notes:-

In the event of any reader being puzzled by a title the simple method 

of solving the problem is to consult the "The Pigeon Breeders Medical Guide" 

This will help immensely as reference is made to the most fantastic titles 

ever thought of. Perhaps it may not solve your problem but it will give 

you others to think of!

Little Seagull

-0O0-

Notes from The Padre

A brief note on my return to Paderborn for the last month of our Northern 

Ireland tour.

I must say that I was most impressed by the ladies of the Battalion, 

by their cheerfulness and by the tidiness and tasteful decorations of so 

many of the homes that I visited. Keep smiling ladies - it won't be long 

now before we are all home.

A great number of people, well over 30 in all, have asked me to baptize 

their children on our return. So after our block leave I propose to start 

a combined Fam ily Communion and Holy Baptism service on the first Sunday 

in every month starting on the 2nd September in St Martin’s Church, Alanbrooke 

Barracks. We can make it a family affair this way, it will remind everyone 

that Holy Communion is the natural successor of Holy Baptism and it will 

save me having to conduct 30 separate services! Don't worry if you are not 

confirmed - come along and take part - there is no need to make your Communion 

if you are not in the practice of doing so. Mind you, Adult Confirmation 

Classes can be started at a moments notice.





There will be a rehearsal before each month's Family Communion/Holy 

Baptism service, for the parents and godparents (if possible) of the children 

to be baptised, on the Friday beforehand at 5.30 p.m. - just so we don't trip 

over each other on the way to the font! The first rehearsal will be on Friday 

31st August. I shall try to be in my office in the Church in the mornings 

from Tuesday to Friday each week when I return to Paderborn on the 1 8th 

August. Please come and see me there to make the final arrangements for 

Baptisms, or should you wish to see me for any other reason. If September 

2nd is too soon, then make it October or November - just as it suits you.

Timings of this and other Church Services will be announced on our 

return to Paderborn. For the moment, please make a note to come to St Martin's 

Church on Sunday 29th July at 11.00 a.m. when we shall be holding a service 

to mark our return before our block leave begins.

God Bless you all 

Bryan Carew

Pronto & Co (March 73) Ltd Chairman's Annual Report

As the end of the current reporting period draws to an end, it is my 

duty as Managing Director (Pronto by any other name) to present the Company 

report to you the shareholders.

Company News. We have continued the trend started by the previous Chairman 

Lord Norbs of diversifying and broadening the Company bane by lateral take 

overs.

That dynamic young executive F.S. Melon RSI (Warminster) is returning 

to that famous family firm Alpha Rubber and Gas Industries.—

Another inter company transfer is that of, that dashing man about town 

Len 'Shades' Penn to Charlie Agricultural Fertilizer and Embroidery Ltd.

Len is better known for his successes in the Company motor racing team 

driving 'Big Nine’ of the Pronto Works Team.



Business News

Since the last report we have made considerable cuts in cost and 

have increased productivity. Our cuts in costs have been considerable as 

can be seen in the table below showing the reduction since the days of 

Pronto (Aldershot & Cyprus 70).

Radio Checks down by 75%

Rockets from c/s 0A down by 9 8% 

Say agains down by

Increased productivity and dividends also tabulated belows

Passage of accurate info up

User confidence up 50%

Pleasantness up 99%

1st time Slidex up 75%

Company Board and Management

Managing Director (Mr Dusty Duff)

Deputy Manager (with special responsibility for 

Track suits) Round the Camp O'Rourke

Radio Division 

(also responsible for

Bingo & Films) 

Mercury Spokeman 

Fred Melon 

Happy Jack

Accounts and Stores 

Tiny Carter 

Andy Anderson 

Gandi Rouse

Transport Division 

Shades Penn 

Nice one Cedric 

Taffy Jones

Smiler West 

Speedy Mackenzie 

Mule Maule 

Civvy Hurley 

Maintainance 

Tom Mackenzie 

Doug Cook

Telephone Division 

Crystals Cowan 

Swede Batterham 

Ginge Clary 

Polack Monty

Security Guards 

on loan from Seagull 

Securities

Stan 'Basher' Bullock 

Mack the Knife





Affiliated Industries

Alpha Rubber & Gas Coy

Dozy Nash 

Squeak Bentley

Charlie Agricultural Fertilizer

& Embroidery Ltd

Boffin Butts 

Skinny Thorpe
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Bravo Lead Litter and Rubble Coy

Pussy Watret 

Minny Martin

Bang Five Haulage & Removals

Botts Billimore 

Paddy Kavanagh

TALE WITH A MORAL

If only I knew 

What to do

With the money I will accrue 

From the pay rise .

What shall I buy ?

A house in the sky,

A car or a plane 

Or maybe a train.

Or perhaps I will save it 

And watch it grow bigger 

And as the days pass 

I'll get richer and richer.

And after a while 

With a sarcastic smile

And a look in my eyes that would slaughter,

I'll use my pay rise 

In a way that is wise

And pay the cost of the increase in my quarter.

A CORK



ECHELON NOTES

BY

WHEELS

As the tour is drawing to its close our thoughts are leaning toward 

the preparation of the hand over, and I would like to. look back at the 

ECHELONS performance during the tour.

However, it's difficult to single out any event and I find it hard 

to write war stories, so I can only presume that we have provided the 

service required to the rest of the battalion. 

It's certainly been enjoyable doing so.

-0O0-

IN GEAR BY THE M T . PLATOON

The PRE is now over. Q Lewin won one and lost two, and we came out 

with What the hell golf has to do with the PRE I do not know, but

I suggest he looses all three next time and takes a 100%. Well done all 

the REME lads and the drivers of the battalion for all the hard work put 

into it.

Details have been hard and fast these last couple of weeks with 

transporting the band around all day and then chasing off to Aldergrove 

in the middle of the night to pick up a love sick officer from A Coy 

who didn't make it in time to catch the R & R bus. (A bill for £25 will 

follow).

John Mackness has been at it again, giving the MTO heart failure 

by disappearing with the driving cadre for 14 hours and only after we got
  

the whole of NI Command looking for him, did he turn up to say he got 

stuck in a bog. Must have, been a deep one. Welcome back bog trotter.

 
Will the officer of Big Five who informed Creggan that the MT had 

six Bedfords on the park get his glasses changed and look again. He will 

find that the one with the red cross on it is a Fordson.





Surprising what some people will do for a rest. A certain driver 

(no names) with red hair gets himself locked in the stores and after 

8 hours climbs out over the 6ft wall and complains that John Mackness

did it on purpose. Took a long time to climb that wall son.

The MTO has been a changed man since the announcement of the pay 

rise. He now states that as the senior NCOs and Cpls got twice as much 

rise as him, they will have to work twice as hard as he does. We are all 

looking forward to the weeks of comparative ease and demanding coffee.

Trevor Mead has given up the game of hitting his hand with a 2 lb 

hammer. He's found a new game of catching bricks in his mouth whilst 

driving along Lone Moor Road. Hard luck Trev, you should take up playing 

darts like the rest of us.

Will the editor, who ordered a 1/2 ton to go to Lisburn at 13 00 hrs 

on the 18th June please inform the driver as to whether he is still needed 

as the lad is getting hungry. Lets face it. The whispering giant can't 

afford to lose any more weight.

Speedy Kemp is the first candidate for the GMP cadre on return to 

Paderborn. After being towed around Ulster and obtaining the attention

of two AQMSs REME, the MT Sgt and six fitters, all that was wrong was a

loose battery lead. The one thing that is positive, is that he now knows

his negative lead. 

Staff Allen is now off on his R & R. He has left the MTO with plenty 

of coffee, sugar and milk, and all that he has got to do, is to find some

one to make it for him.

Mind you, our Staff Sgt is not normally a cautious man, but we were 

a little concerned today about the state of his vehicle to Aldergrove.

I can’t understand why he had to take with him, a REME fitter as escort, 

complete with his tool kit, a tow bar, two jacks and two .spare wheels.

I thought that we had had a good PRE report.....



A FEW QUESTIONS ON THE HIGHWAY CODE IN GREAT BRITAIN

1 . When are you forbidden to sound your horn:
 

a. When crossing a hump backed bridge.

b. Whilst stationary.

c. Never.

d. When reversing,

e. At a traffic lights.

2 . Which signs prohibit parking or waiting;

a. No waiting.

b. Clearway.

c. Yellow lines on kerb.

d. Double white lines in the middle of the road.

e. Zig-Zag lines at Pedestrian Crossings.

3. When can you walk outside a pedestrian guard rail.

a. When loaded with shopping.

b. To cross the road.

c. Never.

d. To give instructions to a motorist asking the way.

e. When walking a dog on a lead.

4 . You should never enter a Box Junction if your exit road is not clear, 

except;

a. When traffic lights are at Green.

b. When you are turning right.

c. When you are flashed by headlights of driver of the car in front.

d. If you are on the main road.

e. When you are following a herd of cows.

5 . What is the overall stopping distance at 50 mph.

a. 245 ft.

b. 175 ft

c. 60 yards.

d. 1 2 5 ft.

e. 225 ft.





6. What is the minimum tread depth permitted on a serviceable civilian

tyres

a. 1  1/2 mm all the way round.

b. 1 mm three quarters of the way round.

c. 2 mm all the way round.  

d. 1 mm all the way round.

e. 1  1/2 mm three quarters of the way round.

Answers on back page.
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RAMBLING THOUGHTS BY BLUBELL . 

Once again 'The Pompadour' is blessed with an article by the black 

hand gang. Unfortunately we missed the last issue and as we were unable 

to quote that much ill used but convenient phrase 'Due to operational

requirements' we can only plead, pressure of work.

The UEE (or PRE as it is more widely known) has been concluded and a 

very satisfactory result obtained. I must thank all company reps and their 

staff for the excellent condition in which they presented their equipment 

for inspection. It certainly created a very favourable first impression 

with the inspection team.

We are saying goodbye to five of our little band. Cpl 'Taff' Roberts, 

Cpl Spud Taylor, Cpl 'Ben' Bennett, Cfn George Aitken and Cfn 'Rumple' Beadle 

who are leaving to prepare those dirty, smelly, armoured things on tracks 

for our forthcoming exercise season. I thank them for the hard work they 

have put in and only hope they are not jumping from the frying pan into the 

fire. ,____

The rumours from those staying behind that they can't stand the pace 

are completely unfounded.

As our work is not as exciting as that carried out by the rubber bullet 

and truncheon brigade, it is very difficult to write an article that will 

interest all readers. However, whilst sitting here with pencil poised and 

mind and paper complete blank, I thought of a few telephone calls, it would 

be nice to receive.



CSM C Coy in an absent minded manners 

"Who the hell is Zulu 33"?

"Why sir", came the immediate reply, "Thats Mr French's bed when he's 

not in it.
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RUMOURS

1. It is believed that CSM Walker is trying to get stationed at 

Mullennen House as he has heard that the PI Comd has the use of 

a double bed there and he wants to get in on the action.

2. There is a rumour that CSM C Coy is having a special ring made 

with a magnet built into it to hold his bung as the black tape 

he is using at the moment is marking his wrist.

3- Rumour has it that Big Bert has his storeman stagging on in the 

washroom to warn him when Mess Members go for a shower. What a

bunger

It is believed the reason Budda is unhappy these days is because 

the construction of certain articles in Creggan Camp does not 

allow' him to partake in his favourite pass time "Piromro Building".

 -oOo-
      

The Kipper

For half a century, man and nipper

I've doted on a tasty kipper

But since I am no Jack the Ripper

I wish the kipper had a zipper



RING: RING: Ah Q. RSM here, keep this under, your hat, but I think I’ve 

left my; bung in your office.

RING: RING: Good morning Q this is the Adjutant. I'm afraid the staff

car has broken down again. However, take your time repairing it, as I can

easily use a landrover to go to the airport for my R & R. ,

RING: RING: 'I' Section here. I hear you need some urgently required

spares picking up in Derry. I’ll send the Q car immediately.

RING: RING: Good morning Q, OC B Company speaking. We had a riot here

last night and the water cannon worked beautifully.

Awaking from this reverie, I realize that time is getting short and 

there will soon be no need for some of our more sophisticated equipment.

Bids will therefore be accepted after the 20th July for the followings

1 . Three VCP Coltrop devices of varying designs. Can be operated by 

a five year old child, and often are.

2. Umpteen guards for one armed bandits. Guaranteed to stop owner 

from getting his money out.

   

3. Salamander fire tender. Excellent for watering your roses. Needs 

slight attention.
4 
 

    

Landrover mounted HARP. Designed especially for trigger happy

Seagulls.   

, FUTURE EVENTS

 A VIP will actually visit the LAD.

 

CONGRATULATIONS  

       
T o  Lcpl Evans on his purchase of a cigarette lighter. Our only worry

- is who is to supply the gas and flints.  



To the RSM and 7 Platoon for their patience. We WILL finish your

jobs one day We promise

That is all from BLUEBELL for this tour, with a bit of luck next time, 

I'll be writing articles for the Roar Party (Captain Jenkins please note..)

- o0o~

PAY OFFICE 

BY

ACKERS MINOR

More than the usual amount of gusto has been thrown into these hastily 

prepared notes. We hasten to add that it is not because these are the last 

set of notes, which means that our tour in Ulster is nearly over, but because 

of all the suggestions we have had for them. Unfortunately most of the notes 

are not fit to be put into print so we shall just have to struggle along on 

our own ideas.

We had the pleasure of having Capt Ladley (MTO Att RAPC) as our acting 

paymaster whilst Mr Bailey was on R & R leave. It was noticed that he used 

to balance the books at night; because there was no one to laugh at him 

when he mucked it up.

We understand that the paymaster and CSM Cathrae had a slight problem 

on their journey to Germany on R & R leave. The Air Ministry have since 

apologised and assured that the crew of that particular aircraft are now 

undergoing navigational training (Turn half left at Liverpool and keep going 

for five hundred miles).

We say goodbye to Dvr ’Jock' Livingstone, who has finished his tour here. 

We hope that he won't forget all the english that we have managed to teach 

him on his attachment to us. We wish him well and more speed to his tyres.

In contrast we welcome 20 Med Regt RA to the 'Jenks Holiday Camp’. We 

hope that they enjoy their stay here as much as we have- Also it's nice to 

meet somebody who's got longer to do than we have.



The rumours that our last pay day on 10th July heralds the early 

departure of the offices ’Cpls Three' namely Mackrell, Rosenhead and Wanless 

are completely true.

Cpl Mackrell is at present making gallons of coffee and bottling it in 

thermos flasks to ensure that the paymaster has an adequate supply to last 

him during the last week in ’Derry.. The reason why the Cpls Three are going 

back early is to help Ssgt Reed and Cpl Molloy pay the 20 cash soldiers and 

15 wives they have on their aquittance rolls- The work load is so much that 

they have to take the afternoons off to recover from the half mornings work.

The last piece of news about the battle for the bird in the bank is that 

Sgt Millar has won. It’s only a technical victory as Cpl Rosenhead is now 

chasing the bird from the SKC.

We will close these notes with a word of warning to the residents of 

Paderborn, Lock up your daughters and bar your doors, The Pompadours are 

coming home !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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THE GYPSY STOREMAN

If you’d like to be a Gypsy 

Then join the QM ’s band 

You’ll wander round the whole wide world 

Especially OIRLAND

You can pick up your stores in a jiffy 

Move them all in a trice 

In fact, a big advantage of moving is 

You get a change of mice

The bed you slept in yesterday 

Is now one of a stack 

Don’t bother with another 

It’s time again to pack





But moving all our pin ups weekly 

Tends to be quite sticky

Just think of it - a permanent store .

With Cupboards - Shelves - Racking 

"Sorry to tell you chaps 

Get cracking with the packing

We!re on the move it’s time to go

But don't be too forlorn 

The writing on the boxes read

Alanbrooke Barracks - Paderborn 

P.S. About future journeys 

We are in the dark 

But how many Kronen 

To a Mark''

Molar Minor (Toothache to his friends)
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’ FORT GEORGE CATERERS LTD

Here at Port George we are once again in the process of moving 

Black Mac is leaving for Germany on posting but Berni O’Donovan has pipped 

him to the post by two weeks. Good luck to the both of you and your families.

J.C. (not that one) John Clawson we mean, is getting ready to do battle 

on Blighs Lane hotplate taking with him Stan (The Pastry) Pinfold, Steve 

(Rent a Lip) Lake and Harry (Slumberland) Scobie. We hope that Malc alias 

Butch Jones the Beefburger Kid will join us there later. We leave behind



in Fort George Scot Meade cleaning the ovens again & again & again (never 

mind Scot it's only for a few weeks). Forbes Buck - Watt Jnr is leaving 

soon for Holy Matrimony, Good Luck Jock you’ll need it.

We have only one more location to move to after this o n e and we are 

all looking forward to it. YES! you've guessed it GERMANY It can't 

come quick enough.

L I T T L E  C H E F
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B U C K  (RENT A BLUFF) MAC

W e  have a Q who is the duff 

The cooks all call him ’RENT A BLUFF',

He looks so smart with his great big tash 

But making curries he's the tops,

Until he ruins the corned beef hash.

Pity they always turn out flops.

At shouting things he’s pretty quick

Especially his favourite 'I’ll put you in Nick'•

In a few weeks time we'll say goodbye 

I'm sure that all the cooks will cry 

Suitcases out, he's ready to pack 

Farewell, Farewell, to our Plack Mac 

 

In case we don't see you again Mac, all of Catering PI wish you, Ethel 

and family all the best with your new unit.







REAR. PARTY NOTES 

THE FOUR MONTH PLAN

The ASM said with great elan

Now we can start my four month plan.

I know there!s lots of things to do 

But we are going to see it through.

First week every month, we'll have lots of fun 

Take all the carriers out for a run.

When they get back, we'll fix what's wrong, 

They're all in good nick, so it won't take long. 

Taff, you keep the 'B' shop ticking over,

Service the Bedfords and fix the odd Rover.

As for you Jack, this is your charter,

There's twenty five pack lifts for a starter. 

Fill 'em with oil, grease and water,

Shove 'em back in and hope they motor.

After that if you're still full of beans 

Have a go at changing float screens.

Dave's in the office looking all dreamy

He's going off to play football for REME.

when he gets back he's in for a shock,

Back to the 'A' Shop, okay cock.

Paddy take over as FORWARD bloke

And try not to make the computer choke.

Off to the Mess Roger, take over the bar 

Not quite sure where, but it's not very far. 

There's plenty of work to keep the boys busy 

As for myself, I'm feeling quite dizzy.

Tony old cock, do what you thinks best 

It's time for my leave, I'm off for a rest.



REALITY

The four month plan did not last long 

Before things started to go wrong.

The pack lifts got as far as eight,

The rest of them will have to wait.

Float screen changing is quite e a s y ,

Said our Fuhrer,all bright and breezy.

;A week of toil and we'd finished two 

Which means there’s nineteen left to do.

We took the carriers for a run 

Unfortunately it wasn't much fun.

' Engines coughing and brake hands siezing 

Gearboxes slipping, suspensions wheezing. 

The list of faults just grew and grew 

Oh deary me, what shall we do ?

The answer,said the ASM 

Is overtime for all the men.

Perhaps 57 can help out too

We'll give them all our mods to do.

The big blue bus it's test did fail , 

Another blow to our morale.

The four month plan is in disgrace 

As utter chaos takes it's place.

Oh me, oh my, oh Pompadours,

Stay in Ireland for two more tours,

If you can stay another year,'

Maybe, perhaps, we will be clear.





THE VISIT OF MR. RALPH HOWELL, 

M.P. FOR NORTH NORFOLK



Since the inauguration of the club in September last year it has gone 

from strength to strength.

The club commenced with a membership of a dozen seniors, comprising 

of soldiers and elder children of dependants. Their ages were from 13 to 

25. There was also a great demand for the younger children to attend and

so the membership increased to about 30. An additional night was used to 

satisfy the demand.

After a few weeks the word got around and we were inundated with an 

ever increasing membership. At this point the organisers had to restrict 

membership to 3 R ANGLIAN and close dependants only. This left us with 

a manageable number totalling 20. The next step was to provide incentive 

for club members.

This meant applying for registration to the British Judo Association 

so that they may participate in their activities but for mainly Judo 

Gradings. A date was set for examination prior to Op Banner with the 

result that 2 members received Orange Belts and 9 more received Yellow 

Belts. Most of the club were a little too young for gradings so a 

substitute award was presented in the way of a club progress card. This 

was also used as a membership licence.

The examiners from the Judo Association were very impressed with the 

youngsters performances and full credit must go to the Instructors who 

gave their spare time to this very worthy cause. Thank you.

Believe it or not when the men went to Ireland my wife reported that 

the club is still thriving after a slow start. This was when they overcame 

transport problems and the efforts of young Malcolm Smith who has kept the 

club going in our absence. It is nice to know that one can lead so early 

in life, well done Malcolm. As our Instructors are over here in Ireland 

I am also grateful for the technical expertise offered by 'Q' Timin QRIH 

and his staff for helping out.

THE 3 R ANGLIAN JUDO CLUB



It is pleasing to report that Judo Gradings can be given to any 

member over 6 years. As a reward for the efforts made in the club, another 

Judo Grading will be effected in September. This gives the elder member 

a chance to upgrade and the others to draw their first blood.

 
Remember, any member of the Bn may join the club. Just wander on 

down and join us. If you are a parent why not take this opportunity of 

giving your son or daughter a healthy and rewarding pastime which will 

stand them in good stead for the future.

Muscles

-oOo-

The Creggan has changed as the months have gone by

I’m not saying it’s quiet as that is a lie.

The people don’t riot as they used to

And stone throwers we come across are very few.

But Maggie Campbell she still likes to scream

At us Anglian Soldiers as we are the cream.
  

I'm glad that our time here is nearing an end

As the yobbos down there are all round the bend.

I think they will miss us when we go 
 

So lets hope the 2nds put up a good show.

Lamper



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

WHY I ENJOY SOLDIERING IN NORTHERN IRELAND COMPETITION

Terrorist activity in N Ireland will never destroy by bombs, shootings 

and murders, the spirit of the people of this Province, because of the 

British soldier.

These are the thoughts (if not the exact words) of many of the people 

of N Ireland. When I think back over our two tours in this Province it is 

not the shootings and other terrorist activity I remember, but the people 

themselves. People bidding us Good Morning and 'Goodnight' and occasionally 

giving us the hidden gifts, so no one can see them. These small things 

may be of no significance to the average squaddie, but to the people it means 

a great deal. These are the people that know in their hearts they could 

never, no matter how hard they try, repay you,

YOU THE BRITISH SOLDIER

These are the people who are not only indebted but grateful, grateful 

that you and me as individuals are helping to keep law and order and most 

of all, sanity in this community. Let us all think for one minute as though 

we were all Irishmen who had lived here all our lives, and were proud of our 

Country-

Could it be at all possible for you and myself to watch our kinsfolk 

being brutally murdered or mutilated ? NO! In fact it would be vitually 

impossible. A majority would be out there taking revenge on human lives as 

a reprisal for friends and relatives we grieved for. In a sense we would 

become insane. It would be oh! all too easy with this large Province with 

only a tiny police force and no army. We could roam about freely and with 

weapons and no one could contain us all. This insanity would bring more 

anguish and grief and before long the Province and the people would mean 

nothing,

But again NO! this will not happen because of you and me the British 

Soldier. Individually, although v/e might not think of it at times, we are 

restoring sanity and faith to these people that pray for us and peace each 

day. Just seeing us all on the streets gives them a feeling of security, 

a security that we have felt often when comforted by our parents when we 

were young and frightened, with these words are we not all proud to be 

British Tommies, helping people as we are doing ?, I'm sure you all are.



When in the future, when peace at last as been restored, and again 

people live as one, perhaps we may visit Northern Ireland on holiday and 

whilst we watch the people (go happily by), we may cast our minds back and 

say to ourselves, "It was hard at times but it was worth everything, nothing 

was in vain".

And this will be the time when I myself will be saying, "That is why 

I enjoyed my soldiering in N Ireland because of helping the people, and 

our Country".

' CPL N JEPHCOTE 

B Coy

The result of the competition is as followss-

First Cpl 'Ollie' Dent A Coy 

Second Harry the Nag 

Third Pte Anon A Coy

—oOo— 

FAREWELL AND THANKS

On behalf of all 4 Sqn RCT drivers who have been attached to the 3rd 

B n  The Royal Anglian Regiments B & C Companies and the RAP.

Undor very much pressure from all my drivers, I would like to say to 

the 3rd R Anglian thanks a lot for a most enjoyable tour of duty with you 

and we hope that you maintain your good standards which we and everyone 

respects.

Best of Luck

Cpl 'Geordie' Wigham

For Creggan RCT Det



LETTERS FROM WIVES

Dear Sirs,

As it's too late for me to write to the Editor (Ed: it isn't) 

and publicly deny all libellous statements contained in the second and third 

editions of the Pompadour, I do feel I ought to put you write - OOps I mean

right on one or two points s

a. My husband is not 5ft 6ins tall, but when fully expanded measures 

5ft 7 1/2ins, (that 1  1/2ins makes all the difference!)

b. What he may lack in inches he makes up for in brains and a hairy 

chest.

c. For those of you who have not yet sampled the delights of matrimony, 

remember its QUALITY not QUANTITY that counts.

d. Reference N.N.'s remark about seeing you at the party, I hasten to 

reply "Hot if I see you first". (Joking apart I look forward to 

meeting you all on the great day if not before).

By the way I am 6' 3” and weigh 225 lbs. My measurements around the 

biceps are 28", so if you don't continue to look after ray husband as well 

as you have been doing, you had better all watch out.

Please excuse me for not writing this letter in Morse, but its been

4 months since I was on the RSO's Course.

Be good and take care

Mrs Pronto

P.S. I always keep framed X Ray photos of my Husband on our living room 

wall - so I am well aware of his Herculian build!

Editors Note - This letter was passed to me by a mischievous Minor who for
his indiscretion has been transformed into a Seagull.



As I sit here alone in my room 

I think of the day my man was my groom

Of the day down the aisle I was led 

How since that day we’ve shared a bed

I promised to love, honour, obey 

And given the chance I think I may 

But with separation an accepted thing 

I wonder the value of my wedding ring

We get our 4" days R & R leave 

So people say "cheer up, don't grieve"

"You can at least claim marital rights"

With time so short there's no time for rights

I wonder if I had my time again 

If I'd put up with all the pain 

The separation, news, goodbyes 

The far off shore and the exercise

Or would I choose another man 

A civilian called John or Harry or Stan 

On second thought I'd do no more 

I'm sure I'd marry "my Pompadour"

A DEVOTED WIFE





POMPADOUR AIRWAYS - SUMMER TOURS

The management has once again been able to obtain a Continental 

Holiday block booking for the Pompadours. Flights will be made in 

luxury aircraft provided by 'RENT A FLIGHT Ltd'• (A subsidiary of the 

firm).

Application for the few seats available should be made direct to 

local travel agents (Coy Offices) on the appropriate forms obtainable 

from the Booking Clerk (Coy Clerks).

Departure will take place from Aldergrove on the following dates 

1 9 th (a few selected passengers to prepare accommodation) remainder 

25/26/27 July.

Book early to avoid delay.

Answers to Know Your German Highway Code.

1. (b) 2. All of them 3. (c) 4. (b) 5. (b) 6. (b)

••





COMMANDING OFFICER’S FOREWORD

In this last issue of The Pompadour of the battalion's current 

operational tour in Northern Ireland, I would like to say something to 

three lots of people.

First, those outside the battalion family, many of whom have no 

knowledge of the practical difficulties of operating in a section on the 

streets in a violent urban environment. I am sure that you would like me 

to describe these difficulties, as you will see from the following pages 

that my Pompadours are all too shy to tell you their ‘war stories' themselves.

The battalion's main task this summer has been to ensure that the 

Northern Ireland Council and Assembly Elections have been "carried out in 

the most favourable conditions of law and order". This has meant that, 

although our patrols have been subjected to every sort of harassment 

ranging from verbal abuse and spitting, through bottle and stone-throwing 

assaults by youths, to snipers and rocket attacks from Provo criminals, 

the reaction from our soldiers has had to be minimal in order that the 

overall politico/military aim could be achieved. The fact that 75% of 

the Creggan population voted in the elections shows that the battalion has 

successfully carried out its task. However, we have also made 32 good 

arrests, 9 of which were hard-case Provos and many of the remaining 23 have 

been found guilty of various criminal offences in a court of law, and are 

now in prison. We have scored two definite hits on Provo snipers and have 

probably hit four others.

These successes have not been without cost. We all remember Pte 

Anthony Goodfellow with sorrow; he was a proud and brave Pompadour, and 

we also remember with admiration the courage and forgiveness shown by 

Anthony's mother when she came to Londonderry to present the Goodfellow 

Trophy to the local Boy Scouts. We are all grateful that the soldiers, 

who became casualties after claymore and sniping incidents and one traffic 

accident in the middle of a riot, are all progressing satisfactorily.

Those who have not seen soldiers operating on the streets should know that 

they work between 14 - 16 hours a day, seven days a week, for four months. 

They may not 'walk out' from their company bases for four months and are



restricted to two cans of beer per day. We work on a 'trust system' 

within the battalion in that we depend on each soldier not to take more 

than his daily ration and, as I have had to deal with only one disciplinary 

case concerning drink in eight months in Northern Ireland, it says much 

for the morale and self-discipline of each Pompadour.

Secondly, may I say thank you to all our families at home for their 

continual support and encouragement. It is the knowledge that we have 

such a secure foundation to our lives which has kept us going. I would 

also like to thank the many parents of Pompadours who have sent me such 

kind and encouraging letters.

Finally, I wish to say to all my Pompadours in the battalion - 

WELL DONE. This has been a difficult tour in that every single soldier 

has had to understand the complexities of the Northern Ireland situation 

and consider every action he takes most carefully. Any Pompadour could 

have 'upset the applecart’ in the Creggan by doing the wrong thing at the 

wrong time but this has not been done. I have admired your restraint, 

discipline, cheerfulness and professionalism. Thank you.



EDITORIAL

I am sure you will have all noticed from the three proceeding 

Editorials that the Author has been at great pains to achieve an inspired 

and original dissertation to satisfy the intellectual appetite of his 

readers I On this last occasion, however, the task is so much easier.

It only remains for me to thank those who have worked so hard, sometimes 

through the night, in order to meet the deadlines. Some of these include:

All the Sub-Editors.

All the contributors, particularly cartoonists.

Cpl Ray D'Silva for so many excellent photographs.

Mrs Patricia D’Silva for photographs of wives at home.

WOI BD Casbolt, Superintendent Clerk, HQ 8 Inf Bde and the various Bde 

Duty Clerks who have been unfortunate enough to be on duty during the 

duplicating.

The Chief Clerk, Ssgt Goulding and all those who have helped to collate 

the Magazine.

Lcpl Bob Prime, for typing practically every word and duplicating in the 

region of 90,000 sheets of paper!

And finally to everyone who has helped to make this your Magazine, the 

success it is.

It would be impossible to serve four months in Londonderry without in 

some way being influenced by local habits. One of these is to give a wrong 

name or spell it wrongly when checked by security forces.

This last edition of the Pompadour has a few examples of both. I

apologise to all personnel affected and in particular to Sgt King and Cpl 
Howell for denying them their due.



LCPL MIKE LAUGHTON

ON DUTY OFF DUTY

Just to put you right, this, versatile soldier is 
an accomplished Akido exponent in addition 
to other pastimes.



SUPER SANDBAGGERS 
Blighs Lane L  to R . Ptes Cole. Gamble Lcpl Tomlin,

Cpl McQuabe.

Cpl Wysocki and Pte Jack Daw
L to R. Dvrs Tarrant, McNab, Davies,
Lcp l O 'Brien, Cpl Thomas, A Coys RCT ‘Cabbies'

B Company Ops - Sgt H ill g ives  the orders 
C/Sgt Roae writes them down 
Lcp l Louden just looks n ice

L  to R. Ptes Pat Harrington, 'Manny Hayter, 
Rob McGill and John Barry.



A COMPANY NOTES

THE BALLAD OF THE LADIES LOO

Never mind the rioting, shooting and rocketing over the past few 

weeks we have had our hands full coping with the problems caused by the 

Ladies Lavatory in the Essex Factory (which is in Blighs Lane), our back 

gate sangar, and the truculent ladies themselves.

The following ballad sums it all up:

Oh dear what a calamity

Our sangar got shot at but where could the sniper be ?

To build it up higher, thats what the answer '1 be 

So build it up higher we did

Oh dear what a calamity

Our sangar is higher but looks into their lavatory 

We've to move it at once, what a bore that'll be 

So build it again we did

Oh dear what a calamity

A rocket went bang and shattered their lavatory 

We've to move it again whatever the cost'l be 

Or Whitelaw will want to know why.

Oh dear what an expectancy

What will go bang and where will the next one be ?

Whatever it hits we know what the result will be

a. ' Essex Factory Ladies Loo window broken - again.

b. Essex Factory workers threaten to walk out - again.

c. John Hume sees Willie Whitelaw - again.

d. We rebuild Sangar 6 - again, but :

Where will the decision be made ?

Will Ted be recalled from his weekend sailing ?

Don't miss the next exciting instalment.



One Platoon (The Sandbaggors).

Hello again, Polks, from all the members of the 1st Platoon in the 

Battalion. This is the last edition in the current series, which we're 

sure will please everyone, not least the Editor of Pompadour, who has to 

read this lot. It's not long now, and soon all your loved ones, and some

not so well loved (Sammy Sanders), will be home to share the summer

holidays with you.

Since the last edition, there have been one Goodbye and two Hellos. 

Goodbye, at last!, to 2Lt Jerry Monk, who leaves us for Ops Officer,

Blighs Lane (maybe the suggestion in the last edition was noted!). Cpl 

Neal is now regretfully filing a name off a bullet.

The first Hello is to Sgt Clive Mallett, who takes over the 'Sandbaggers'

vice 2Lt Monk. As with all new recruits we wish him the best of luck -

he'll need it!

The second Hello is to little 'Big 5', who some say have come down

to give us a hand. The rest of us know that they've only joined us in

the hope that some of our recent glory will rub off on them.

There is no truth in the rumour that the Platoon Sergeants strung up 

2Lt Monk from the Company flagpole when the new Ops Room roster came out. 

That's because they couldn't find him, and we're far too tired to look 

for him after their exhausting work in bed and watching TV!!!

Mess Members at Blighs Lane will be grateful for all donations to 

their mess bills (60B please note, we know who drank it all).

Lastly, One Platoon would like to thank B Company for their kind

invitation to accompany them on their recent pub crawl - we all thought 

it was a real gas! c/s 19 send their apologies for being unable to come , 

but the CSM was practising with his new harp, in case someone asks him 

to play at the next party!

'Bye till next years tour'

Tom & Jerry
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Two (Penal) Platoon

Well, here we are with episode IV of our outlandish exploitations 

in the paddy fields of North Creggan.

‘Alan Ball's advisor' and Big 5 have abandoned their tea & buns in 

North Ward, and have come to join us here at Blighs Lane. Anyway, next

week Sgt 'Wings' Mallett will be taking Big 5 to Ballykinler for IS

training!

Certain members of this Platoon were knocked in the last issue, so

we say to Cpl "errrrrr errr' Wood, errrr ahhhh err Roger errr ahh err out!

 Biggest smile of the week was seen (once again) on Sgt 'Willie'

Wilkins face! His mattress has been carefully removed from his back, and 

his visits to Altnagelvin have petered out, but rumour has it, that he 

has bought a season ticket for the next tour!

Our undaunting effort to get Pte 'Sweetie Pie' Prescott and Pte

‘Manny’ Hayter's hair cut has failed again! I’ll swear they’ve got buns 

under their size 9 berets!

Pte 'Geordie' Boulton (35 years old next week) has suggested a new
idea for cutting down on unemployment in N Ireland----Raise the school

leaving age to 47! Thinking about it, some could be employed as rear- 

gunners on milk floats!

'Olly, Turnip and Glens' Choggy business is still flourishing. If 

you ask them how much they have made, they just smile, and carry on 

thumbing the pages of 'Continental Tours'!

Our section on wheels (12A) informs us that the IRA have a new vehicle

It has 5 reverse gears and ' forward------- just in case anybody comes

up behind them!

We had to disperse another unruly crowd the other day, using baton 

rounds. What started it this time, was, on entering a house, a f e ar of our 

lads thought the picture of the Pope above the fireplace was in fact
 

Francis Lee in his England cap! !


